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․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․․
A knowledge map as the taxonomy used in a knowledge repository should be structured to support and
supplement knowledge activities of users who sequentially inquire and select knowledge for problem solving. The
conventional knowledge map with a hierarchical structure has the advantage of systematically sorting out types and
status of the knowledge to be managed, however it is not only irrelevant to knowledge user’s process of cognition
and utilization, but also incapable of supporting user's activity of querying and extracting knowledge. This study
suggests a methodology for constructing a networked knowledge map that can support and reinforce the referential
navigation, searching and selecting related and chained knowledge in term of contents, between knowledge.
Regarding a keyword as the semantic information between knowledge, this research’s networked knowledge map
can be constructed by aggregating each set of knowledge links in an automated manner. Since a keyword has the
meaning of representing contents of a document, documents with common keywords have a similarity in content,
and therefore the keyword-based document networks plays the role of a map expressing interactions between related
knowledge. In order to examine the feasibility of the proposed methodology, 50 research papers were randomly
selected, and an exemplified networked knowledge map between them with content relevance was implemented
using common keywords.
Key Words : Knowledge map, Content relevance, Associated knowledge, Knowledge network, Keyword-based
semantic link
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1. Introduction

applicable knowledge to the identified problem. It
is common that the intellectual level of individuals

Knowledge used in solving a given problem can

and organizations is determined by how many

be various, and is applied sequentially by logical

types of knowledge they hold, however it is more

procedures. The problem-solving process can be

persuasive it is determined by how logically and

seen as the process of recognizing and selecting

conveniently they can extract and apply their

* This work was supported by the Ministry of Education of the Republic of Korea and the National Research
Foundation of Korea (NRF-2017S1A5A2A01027156)
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knowledge.

application and efficient in use, because they

A knowledge map is a taxonomy used in a

enable administrators and users to conveniently

knowledge repository(Eppler, 2008; Tao et al.,

look over and figure out overall status of

2006), and a kind of diagram defining and

documents

expressing

between

taxonomy, namely hierarchical categories, is proper

knowledge(Kim et al., 2003; Yoo et al., 2007;

to manage information, however it must be

Yoo, 2012). Since knowledge is applied to a

modified and redesigned to be applied to manage

problem solving process being combined with

knowledge. Unlike information, knowledge usually

another related knowledge, the overall status and

applies to problem solving in combination with

relationship between these related knowledge are

other relevant knowledge. Information is also used

defined and expressed in a knowledge map. The

with relevant information, however knowledge

learning dependancy, the causal influence and

applied to problem solving must be used in

dependence between knowledge used in learning

conjunction with relevant, namely associated,

process(Gordon,

knowledge (Lee and Kim, 2018). Use of these

the

relationships

2000),

guides

the

stored

in

databases.

connections(links) of knowledge in a knowledge

associated

map(Zhu et al., 2018). The learning dependancy

requirement on easy, and so effective, use of

between knowledge eventually reveals knowledge

knowledge,

user’s

querying and extracting of associated knowledge

cognitive

process

of

knowledge

knowledge
because

satisfy

sequential

Hanewald, 2012; Guillaume et al., 2013; Wan and

knowledge utilization(Mansingh et al., 2009; Rao

Niu, 2016; Zhao et al., 2017), therefore a

et al., 2012). The taxonomy used in managing

knowledge map needs to be structured in the type

knowledge, therefore, must be able to meet such

of a network which denoting nodes and arcs with

requirement, a knowledge map, as a knowledge

knowledge and relationships between them.

taxonomy,

knowledge

maps

have

been

hierarchically structured to systematically organize
knowledge according to their topics. Conventional
knowledge-processing

redesigned

process

other

in

than

hierarchical structures(Chua and Lam, 2005; Lin
and Yu, 2009).
This research proposes a networked knowledge

such

as

System)

and

hierarchical knowledge map has. Considering a

KBS(Knowledge-based System), etc., also store

large number of diverse knowledge, proposed

knowledge under hierarchical categories that are

knowledge map must be constructed in an

deployed

by

automated manner by automatically identifying and

Document

Management

KMS(Knowledge

systems,

be

cognitive

chained

coincides

must

user’s

and

user’s

comprehension and application(Zhu et al., 2018;

Conventional

with

can

Hierarchical

Management

traditional

EDMS(Electronic

to

overcome

limitations

conventional

Hierarchical

linking associated knowledge. This research’s

taxonomy used in EDMS are common in

methodology, therefore, automates the processes of
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extracting a keyword as the key information to

cognitive load (Lin and Yu, 2009). A sitemap, a

identify

linking

commonly used solution with a hierarchical

knowledge based on the extracted keywords. To

structure to address the dual issues of too much

prove the validity of suggested methodology, a

information and excess quantities of irrelevant

keyword-based networked knowledge map is also

data, generally covers only the main structures of

constructed using 50 research papers as a case

the Website, which often is not thorough enough

study.

to

related

knowledge,

and

of

guide

subsequent

navigation

between

information (Wang et al., 2014). The referential
navigation, searching and locating related and
chained knowledge in term of contents, cannot be

2. Related Works

initiated by a hierarchical knowledge map which

2.1 Hierarchical vs. Networked knowledge
map
Traditionally, taxonomy arranges entities in a
hierarchical structure. It provides exact names for
things within a domain and show which things are
parts of other things (sometimes called parent-child
or broader-narrower relationships) (Tsui et al.,
2010). For this reason, early knowledge taxonomy
also adopted a hierarchical structure, and therefore
knowledge categories used in early KMS and KBS
were naturally hierarchically structured. From the
perspective of information retrieval, knowledge
taxonomy

in

a

hierarchical

display,

which

organizes and represents information according to
its generality and similarity into different levels
and branches, can provide users both global and
local views of information; hence, a user's
attention can be directed to the appropriate level of
generality. A hierarchical display, however, may
result in oversimplification of certain information,
and the selection of knowledge artifacts among the
hierarchical branches may increase a user's

lacks metadata for linking related knowledge (Yoo,
2012). User’s cognitive process of knowledge
utilization is usually sequential and chained,
knowledge service-oriented systems must be also
underpinned by such categories that support user’s
pattern of knowledge utilization.
A networked knowledge map that shows a piece
of knowledge with related ones in a network
display can be alternatively used. As a higher-layer
cognitive process, a problem solving process
interacts with many other cognitive processes, and
information and knowledge used in one problem
solving process also interacts with others in other
cognitive processes (Wang and Chiew, 2010;
Samsonovich et al., 2015). Therefore, structuring
knowledge in a network display is more reasonable
to make a knowledge taxonomy coincide with
user’s cognitive process for problem solving.
Using the concept of a networked knowledge map,
namely a knowledge taxonomy in a network
display, a variety of researches have been
conducted.
knowledge

Yoo

et

al.(2007)

flow-based

suggested

methodology

a
for
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redesigning a business process, Mansingh et

Conventional approaches to build a networked

al.(2009) and Rao et al.(2012) deployed ontology

knowledge map, however, are few, and did not

technologies to model and enable referential

consider keywords as the semantic information for

navigation between knowledge, Hao et al.(2014)

links between knowledge. Kim et al.(2003) and

developed a method enabling knowledge users to

Yoo et al.(2007) used process and task information

browse the domain knowledge starting from the

as the semantics between related knowledge, Xu et

core knowledge, Xu et al.(2015) developed

al.(2015)

Knowle, an online news management system upon

information triggering related news, and Zhu et

a semantic link network model, and Fionda et

al.(2018) defined the learning dependancy as the

al.(2016) introduced Web Maps that make users

causal information recommending learning paths.

can explore complex digital territories, find routes

Considering the amount of knowledge managed by

toward

a knowledge map, automated connecting and

destinations

and

discover

previously

unknown connections between knowledge items.

regarded

topics

of

news

as

the

aggregating knowledge according to semantic
information is necessary. Since automated methods

2.2 Keyword-based networked knowledge
map
Related
knowledge

in

contents,

can be

and

so

associated

identified by comparing

to extract keywords are various in quantity and
reliable in quality, keywords can be adequately
applied to define semantics between knowledge in
an automated manner.

keywords of each knowledge to be considered
(Yoon and Kim, 2016). Since keywords can be
regarded as substitutes representing the contents of

3. Methodology

a document, documents with common keywords
can be concluded to have the similarity in contents
(Rose et al., 2010; Zhuge and Zhang, 2011). To
formulate a network between related knowledge in
contents, therefore, linking knowledge based on
common keywords gains high rationality. In other
words, by defining and aggregating links between
related knowledge using keywords that are
commonly shared within them, a networked
knowledge

map

that

expresses

referential

relationships between knowledge in contents (Yoo,
2012).
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This

research’s

methodology

to

build

a

keyword-based networked knowledge map is
mainly composed of four phases, collecting
documents with knowledge, extracting keywords
per

a

document,

linking

related

document

according to common keywords, and constructing
a networked knowledge map by aggregating
overall links between knowledge, as explained
below.
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3.1 Collecting documents with knowledge
Since knowledge resides in human brain is
externally

expressed

through

a

document,

collecting knowledge can be regarded as collecting
documents including concerned knowledge (Yoo,
2013). The documents of interest in this study are
general corporate documents created and managed
by the company, and usually can they be found in
corporate databases in an electronic format. Since
categories

of

hierarchically

conventional
structured

databases

are

according

to

subjects(theme), no semantic information which
relates one document with others can be found in
documents stored in conventional databases.

In other words, extracting keywords and tagging
them as metadata for archiving corresponding
documents must be efficiently done. Secondly, in
order to minimize human intervention, it is
recommended

to

use

unsupervised

learning

algorithms that do not require pre-training using
training

data.

Although

supervised

learning

algorithms might yields more exact results, they
must be modified or re-trained everytime applied
to new data in other languages or subjects. Lastly,
more important than other requirements, functions
of pre-processing, such as stemming, eliminating
unnecessary words using stop-word lists, and
tokening, etc., must be included to promote the
application performance.
To meet these requirements, this research uses

3.2 Extracting keywords per a document

Termine as the tool for keyword extraction. The

all

TerMine integrates C-Value multi-word term

documents, intentional trials to identify and extract

extraction and AcroMine acronym recognition.

keywords

to

C-value is a domain-independent method for

automatically formulate links among documents.

automatic term recognition (ATR) which combines

Because the documents of interest in this research

linguistic and statistical analyses, emphasis being

are

and

placed on the statistical part. The linguistic

extracting keywords from each document can be

analysis enumerates all candidate terms in a given

automatically processed by applying a software

text by applying part-of-speech tagging, extracting

tool for keyword extraction. The software tool

word sequences of adjectives/nouns based, and

must satisfy several requirements as follows:

stop-list.

Since

no
per

keywords
a

electronically

are

document

formated,

assigned
are

to

needed

identifying

The

statistical

analysis

assigns

a

Firstly, it is necessary to extract each keyword

termhood to a candidate term by using the

set from individual documents without considering

following four characteristics: the occurrence

the entire document group. Independent extraction

frequency of the candidate term, the frequency of

of keywords to each document enables not only

the candidate term as part of other longer

revealing autonomous expansion of the knowledge

candidate terms, the number of these longer

network, but also reducing the computation burden

candidate terms, and the length of the candidate

by the dynamic changes in knowledge networks.

term (Frantzi et al., 2000). <Figure 1> shows the
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<Figure 1> Keyword extraction using TerMine
(Upper: Source file, Lower-Left: TerMine, Lower-Right: Results)

TerMine Demonstrator which extracts outputs

increase, the degree of relatedness also increase,

(keywords) by reading inputted phrases.

which is expressed by the thickness of the link.
Incorporated with the extracted keywords,

3.3 Linking related documents based on
keywords
Based on the extracted keywords per a
document, in this phase, relatedness in contents
between documents is determined using a semantic
link between documents. As <Figure 2> illustrates,
if

‘document#i’

and

‘document#j’

have

‘keyword#k’ as a common keyword, then these
documents are related in contents, and then can be
linked

using

‘keyword#k’

as

the

semantic

information. As the number of common keywords
124

identifying links between documents is also highly
complicated and time-consuming work. This phase
needs to be also processed automatically using a
software tool, and this research, therefore, adopts
NetMiner(v4.0) as the tool for identifying links
between related knowledge based on common
keywords. NetMiner is a software tool for
exploratory analysis and visualization of network
data. NetMiner enables exploring network data
visually and interactively, and hence detecting
underlying patterns and structures of the network.

Keyword-based networked knowledge map expressing content relevance between knowledge

<Figure 2> Example of a keyword-based document network

Using NetMiner, the intensity of each link,

respect to each document, as the left figure of

which means the degree of relatedness between

<Figure 3> shows, to be inputted into NetMiner.

nodes, can be also calculated and expressed. As

2-mode

explained

transformed

before,

the

number

of

keywords

network-based
into

input

1-mode

files

are

then

networked-based

commonly shared by linked documents means how

document links, as the middle figure of <Figure 3>

much those documents are related in contents, and

shows, with the intensity(wm) value per each link.

it is quantitatively determined as the intensity or
weight of the links. There exist several methods
representing it in the form of value, this research
adopts the Jaccard similarity coefficient because
links between related documents has no particular
direction of influence (Bayardo et al., 2007).
Extracted keywords should be arranged with

3.4 Constructing a knowledge map
Based on the resultant document links and their
intensity values, a network denoting relationships
among overall documents and the degree of them
can be diagrammed using NetMiner. As the right

<Figure 3> Network formulation using NetMiner
(Left: 2-mode network-based Inputs, Middle: 1-mode network-based outputs, Right: Visualized
network using 1-mode network)
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one of <Figure 3> shows, the diagram with
networks between knowledge can be alternatively

4. Real Application: A networked
knowledge map for research papers

extracted by transforming 1-mode network-based
document links, and it is possibly used in scanning
overall status of knowledge networks.

This

part

illustrates

how

the

proposed

methodology can be applied to build a networked

Diagrammed knowledge map plays the role of

knowledge map based on keywords of each

distinguishing the core knowledge from others by

document possessing knowledge. Like previous

visually analyzing the topology. According to the

studies, this study also uses research papers to

theories of network topology, a meaningful node is

produce a knowledge map that shows the content

called as the hub, and the hub is separated into

relevance between them. Among the research

two types, party hub and date hub. The party hub

papers published in 2015 and 2016 by ‘MIS

serves as a central point of the whole network by

Quarterly’, a well-known journal in the field of

connecting other subnodes, and the date hub serves

MIS, this research randomly selected 50 papers.

as an intermediary node by connecting several

There is no specific reason for choosing papers

party hubs (Han et al., 2004). The party and date

published in this period, however papers published

hub can be identified by numerical calculation,

in

however they can be visually noticed using a

identifying the content relevance between them.

one

journal

were

selected

to

facilitate

diagrammed map. In the case of large number of

In extracting keywords, not all parts of a paper

knowledge and its relationships being considered,

were considered, but only the abstract was used,

visualizing them and their relationships would be

because a lot of figures, tables, and formulas

naturally

a

irrelevant to main ideas of the paper are included

diagrammed knowledge map, maximizing the

in the part of main texts. Using TerMine, 5 to 33

user’s convenience to scan overall knowledge

keywords were extracted depending on the length

networks is necessarily needed.

of each abstract, and the results should be

unrealistic.

However,

using

<Figure 4> 2-mode network-based Input for NetMiner (Document-Keywords list)
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arranged into 2-mode network-based input file to

shared between linked documents. Links and

be inputted into NetMiner, as exemplified in

weights in <Figure 5> can be visually diagrammed

<Figure 4>.

as <Figure 6> shows. The link and its thickness in

NetMiner transforms 2-mode network-based
input file into 1-mode network-based output, that

<Figure 6> stand for the content relevance
between papers and its degree respectively.

is the list of documents linked together based on

Among 50 papers considered in this experiment,

keywords, as <Figure 5> shows. In advance to do

only 33 papers are included in the knowledge map

this job, lists of synonyms and stop-word need to

because the rests, which are not revealed in

be defined and inputted to make NetMiner

diagram, are turned out to be irrelevant to any

consider not only words of similar meaning, but

others. 4 papers in the isolated network, one in the

also mandatory words only in identifying the

bottom right side of <Figure 6>, mean that they

relatedness between documents. This research,

are related with each other in the network,

therefore, defined several synonyms, such as

however that have no content relevance with

‘data-datum’, ‘software-program-application’, ‘big

others. According to the validation test performed

data-analytics-datamining’, etc., and stop-words,

by six domain experts, extracted results shows

such as ‘extant literature’, information system’,

satisfactory level of performance in precision and

‘research note’, ‘future research’, etc.

recall. Based on document links and weights

Totally

55

document

links

and

their

provided by expert’s review, 92.73% of precision,

weight(degree of intensity) are identified, as

which means 92.73% of the links identified by the

<Figure 5> shows. Document links in Figure 5 are

proposed methodology are consistent with those by

formatted in 1-mode network that matches related

the experts, and 83.61% of recall, which means

documents according to common keywords, and

83.61% of the links identified by the experts can

also the weight calculated by Jaccard similarity

be identified using the method presented in this

coefficient considering the number of keywords

study. Along with this outstanding performance,

<Figure 5> Extracted document links and weights
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<Figure 6> Resultant knowledge map of 50 research papers

several implications can be noticed as follows.

the party hub that have more subnodes comparing

Using the resultant knowledge map, knowledge

to others. These two papers play an important role

and link that can be regarded as the core ones can

in the network to which each is connected, and

be identified. As the number of subnodes and

also connect each document network which is not

intervening subnetworks increases, the importance

related in contents. The link between these two

of knowledge and link also increases. Among

papers is made by the keyword of ‘panel data’, as

knowledge in the map, therefore the one that has

the table in <Figure 7> shows. MISQ31 concerns

more subnodes gain more importance. In the same

the mechanisms through which e-government

vein, the link that intermediates larger subnetworks

influences corruption in a nation, while MISQ48

also possesses more significance. The former is

concerns

called as the party hub, and the latter is called as

influence hospital managers' information systems

the link of the date hub.

investment

mechanisms
decisions.

that
The

are

expected

content

to

relevance

Therefore, among the papers and links revealed

between these papers cannot be found at a glance,

in the knowledge map, the link between ‘MISQ31’

however both researches use the same type of data,

and ‘MISQ48’ is noteworthy, because it forms

the panel data, revealed in the list of extracted

MISQ31 and MISQ48 to be the date hub, and

keywords also.

because these two papers can be also regarded as
128

These kinds of intuitive interpretations can be
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<Figure 7> List of keywords by TerMine (MISQ31 and MISQ48 selected)

quantitatively

the

path between two other nodes (Freeman, 1977).

centrality of each node, as <Figure 8> shows.

Comparing to values of centrality other papers

Among various types of the centrality, in this case,

have, MISQ31 and MISQ48 have relatively high

the

values, which is absolutely high considering the

degree

confirmed

centrality

by

and

calculating

the

betweenness

centrality can be applied, the former for explaining

mean and standard deviation.

the characteristics of the party hub, and the latter

Additionally, the priority of reference among

for the date hub. The degree centrality (DC) is the

related papers can be grasped based on the

number of links incident upon a node (i.e., the

thickness of each link. Among links in the

number of ties that a node has), and the

knowledge map, the relatively thicker links mean

betweenness centrality (BC) quantifies the number

that they connect documents that have a high

of times a node acts as a bridge along the shortest

content relevance together. Since the thickness of

<Figure 8> Degree and betweenness centrality of each paper
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a link is expressed in bold as the number of shared

to conventional hierarchical knowledge map in

keywords increases, it is possible to support

expressing relationships between knowledge and

determining the order of document retrieval by the

reflecting user’s cognitive process for knowledge

user who inquires from the document with the

utilization.

highest

contents

relevance.

of

Considering the number of knowledge a

inquiring and choosing sequentially from the most

company possesses, construction of a knowledge

relevant document is consistent with the user’s

map must be processed in an automated manner.

cognitive process toward knowledge, that is, the

Keyword extraction and network formulation,

user’s pattern of knowledge utilization. Therefore,

especially,

users are enabled to experience more facilitated

automatically, because the computation to extract

support for the referential navigation between

keywords

related

relatedness cannot be manually done. This research

knowledge

by

The

using

process

the

networked

knowledge map proposed in this research.

should
and

indispensably

to

identify

proceed

keyword-based

also adopts automatic methods to do these jobs,
however, additional programming to integrate each
module into a set of prototypes working from
extracting keywords to formulating a network is

5. Concluding Remarks

needed, for the truly automated building of a
This research suggests a networked knowledge
map

expressing

content-specific

knowledge map. In addition to this, an algorithm

relatedness

that can accurately identify keywords regardless of

between knowledge and its intensity. Since

the language used in documents is needed.

knowledge in the proposed map is linked with

Although the TerMine used in this research can

others based on keywords representing overall

extract keywords accurately, it can be applied to

contents of each knowledge, referential navigation

documents written in English only. It is not

between

be

practical to separately construct a keyword

promoted. To explicitly illustrate how the proposed

extraction algorithm according to the language

methodology

used

content-relevant
can

be

knowledge
applied,

a

can

networked

in

the

document,

therefore,

a

knowledge map of 50 research papers is also

language-independent algorithm, such as TextRank

implemented as a case study. Performance of

or LexRank algorithm that extracts keywords by

resultant knowledge map is turned out to be

analyzing the terms in sentences with respect to

satisfactory

the

in

qualitative

and

quantitative

structure,

can

be

alternatively

applied.

perspectives. As stated in the previous researches

However, in advance to applying such alternatives,

that theoretically pointed out advantages of the

their performance must be formally validated and

networked

guaranteed. Additional future work related with

knowledge

map,

the

resultant

knowledge map has shown superior functionalities
130

this

research

is

the

statistical

performance
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evaluation

comparing

the

usability

between

conventional hierarchical knowledge map and
proposed networked knowledge map. This work
also suggests the superiority of the networked
knowledge map using quantitative measures,
however, more reliable and formal method-based
validation comparing both types of the knowledge
map needed to be performed.
This research’s contribution can be found in
overcoming

hierarchical

knowledge

map’s

limitations that have long been pointed out by
practitioners and researchers in the area of
knowledge management. Although many trials to
resolve those problems have been also proposed,
few researches provided a method enabling
referential navigations between content-relevant
knowledge in an automated manner can be found.
This research’s concepts, therefore, can be used
not only in compensating defects a conventional
knowledge map has, but also in strengthening
users’ activities of searching and extracting proper
knowledge according to their process of cognition
in a more convenient and rational manner.
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국문요약

지식 간 내용적 연관성을 표현하는 키워드 기반
네트워크형 지식지도 개발

1)유기동*

저장 및 관리하는 지식의 분류체계로서의 의미를 갖는 지식지도는, 문제해결을 위하여 지식을 조회
및 선택하는 사용자의 활동을 지원하고 보완할 수 있는 구조를 갖추어야 한다. 계층형 구조를 갖는
기존의 지식지도는, 관리하는 지식을 체계적으로 정리하는 데에는 이점이 있으나, 지식 사용자가 갖는
인지 및 활용의 논리를 반영하지 못할 뿐만 아니라 지식을 조회 및 추출하는 사용자의 활동을 지원하
지 못한다. 본 연구는, 내용적 관련성을 갖는 연관지식을 연쇄적으로 조회 및 추출하는 사용자의 지식
활용 패턴을 반영하는, 키워드 기반 네트워크형 지식지도를 구축하는 방법론을 제시한다. 즉, 지식 간
내용적 연관성을 파악하기 위하여 키워드를 추출하고 공통된 키워드를 갖는 지식 간 링크를 해당 키워
드를 이용하여 정의한다. 키워드는 해당 지식의 내용을 대변하므로, 키워드를 기반으로 정의된 링크는
내용적으로 관련성이 있는 지식 간에 형성되며, 이를 종합하면 내용적 연관성을 지식 간의 네트워크,
즉 네트워크형 지식지도가 완성된다. 제시된 방법론의 적용 타당성을 검토하기 위해 50개의 연구논문
을 이용하여 이들 간의 내용적 연관성을 표현하는 네트워크형 지식지도를 구현하였으며, 검토 결과
만족할만한 수준의 정밀도와 재현율을 보였다.
주제어 : 지식지도, 내용적 연관성, 연관지식, 지식네트워크, 키워드 기반 시맨틱 링크
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